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Strategic Sourcing 

Privatin’s*Strategic*Sourcing*
Methodology*is*focused*on*delivering*
sustained*and*quantifiable*results*
Strategic* Sourcing* is* a* structured* approach* to* finding* new* ways* to* create*
value*and*reduce*total*cost*of*goods*and*services*acquired*while*continuously*
improving* quality,* service* and* customer* satisfaction.* * Privatin’s* Strategic*
Sourcing* Methodology* has* been* developed* and* refined* through* years* of*
practical* experience* and* is* based* on* five* guiding* principles:* * 1.* Accelerate(
successful( delivery( while( containing( performance( risk( and( maintaining( a(
realistic(timeline.*2.*Engage(a(broad(set(of(stakeholders*early*and*throughout*
the* process* through* a* structured( governance( model* involving* client* and*
Privatin*participation.**3.Leverage(extensive(knowledge(from(past(experience*
of* the* strategic* sourcing* domain* to* provide* realistic* and* achievable* savings*
and* to* further* minimize* the* risk* to* the* client.* 4.* Foster( a( collaborative(
environment* enabling* knowledge* transfer* to* the* client* team* members.* 5.*
Provide*a*practical*approach*to*driving*savings*and*identifying(key(processes,(
technologies,(and(organizational(improvements.*

Strategic(Sourcing(Methodology(

*

The*Methodology*considers*a*holistic*view*
of*a*client’s*requirements**
To*streamline*the*delivery*of* successful* Strategic*Sourcing*projects,*we*have*
developed*a* framework,*which*defines* the*key*processes* and* infrastructure*
inherent* in* sourcing.* * The* process* holistically* includes* aspects* of* sourcing*
ranging* from* strategic* to* executional.* * It* specifically* addresses* critical*
interface*areas*such*as*requirements*planning*and*links*the*sourcing*strategy*
and*objectives*to*the*overall*business*strategy.**The*framework*also*addresses*
the* critical* infrastructure* areas* required* to* make* these* sourcing* processes*
work*effectively.*

 

 

Harnessing market forces to 
create sustained value 

 

Selected'Client'Outcomes'

Generated(over(25%(savings(in(
Wireless(Services(for(a(civilian(

federal(agency(client(
Developed(an(innovative(

strategy(for(sourcing(IT(Services(
resulting(in(31%(savings.((The(
client(manager(received(the(
2013(Acquisition(Innovation(

Award(at(the(ACTFIAC(
conference(

Reduced(shipping(and(logistics(
costs(by(9.6%(despite(rising(fuel(
costs(and(reduced(shipment(
cycle(times(by(50%(for(an(

International(NonFProfit(client(
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Privatin Consulting, LLC 
www.privatin.com 

About Privatin 
Consulting 

To* deliver* significant* benefits* from* Strategic* Sourcing,* all* potential* areas* of*
value*must*be*considered.**Over*the*years,*we*have*deployed*a*Value*Creation*
Model*with*many*companies*across*a*wide*range*of*industries*to*identify,*plan,*
and* implement* opportunities* to* reduce* costs,* improve* cash* flow,* enhance*
quality,* and* improve* service* levels.* * The* model* encourages* people* to* think*
about*the*full*range*of*opportunity*areas,*beyond*traditional*purchasing,*and*to*
challenge*the*usual*boundaries*and*untouchables.**Value*creation*opportunities*
are*grouped*into*four*main*value*levers*shown*in*the*figure*below.*

*

1. Manage(Suppliers:*Within*this*area,* the*effort* is* focused*on*activities*and*
changes*outside*of*the*client*organization,*particularly*on*the*suppliers.*

2. Reduce( Total( Cost:* This* involves* managing* the* total* cost,* including* nonN
invoice* and* hidden* costs* associated*with* the* procurement* of* a* particular*
category*family*or*families.*

3. Optimize( Demand:* These* types* of* internal* opportunities* are* focused* on*
two*key*premises,*how*an*organization*can*buy*less*or*buy*for*less.*

4. Improve( Processes:* * This* last* value* creation* area* is* focused* on* changing*
existing*processes*at*all*levels*within*the*supply*chain*to*reduce*costs.**

Privatin*delivers*broad*expertise*in*the*
following*category*and*functional*areas:*
*

Privatin is a consulting firm that 
focuses on driving extraordinary    
client outcomes in government 
and non-profit environments.  We 
enable our clients to achieve 
unsurpassed results by increasing 
productivity, reducing costs, and 
improving efficiencies through our 
strong subject matter expertise. 

Our Consulting Focus 

Operations Strategy,  
Supply Chain Strategy & 
Implementation, Strategic 
Sourcing & Supplier Management, 
Logistics, Transportation & 
Distribution, Organizational 
Redesign & Change 
Management, Program 
Management, Outsourcing 
Services 

Category Expertise (Partial List) Functional Expertise (Partial List) 

IT Hardware & Software Sourcing Assessment 
Telecom & Wireless Category Sourcing 
Medical Supplies Strategic Sourcing 
Contract Labor Compliance Management 

Travel Spend Management 
Professional Services Stakeholder Engagement 

Facilities Management Change Management 
Office Supplies E-procurement 

Shipping and Logistics Sourcing Organization Design 
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